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Abstract 
Consider a graph G which is a union of m spanning subgraphs regular of degree k, We show 
that for k>~3 there is a matching of size m which uses exactly one edge from each subgraph. 
A problem of Alspach asks whether this is true for k -- 2. We find a matching of size m - m 2/3 
(for large m) when k=2,  using at most one edge from each subgraph and for k= 1 we get 
a matching of size m - 3m2/3 (for large m). For subgraphs regular of degree 1 (i.e. perfect 
matchings) and G being the complete bipartite graph K,,,m a matching with one edge from each 
factor corresponds to a transversal in a Latin square. 
Keywords: Matching; Orthogonal matching; Transversal 
I. Introduction 
We consider the following problem, posed by Alspach [1] in the case k = 2. Let G 
be a graph on n vertices which is an edge disjoint union of  m k-factors (i.e. k regular 
spanning subgraphs). Let us note that we do not allow multiple edges so that n > ink. 
We ask if there is a matching M of m edges exactly one edge from each k-factor? Such 
a matching is called orthogonal  because of applications in design theory. The problem 
with k = 2 and all the 2-factors being hamiltonian cycles was raised by Caccetta and 
Mardiyono [3] and Chung (referred to in [4]) but apparently the extra condition is no 
help. 
For k ~> 3 the answer is yes to the problem combining Corollary 1.2 and Theorem 2.2. 
A matching M is subor thogona l  if there is at most one edge from each k-factor. For 
k = 1,2 we show suborthogonal matchings exist, satisfying lower bounds on their size, 
using an augmenting path idea quite different from that in [4] or [6]. The following 
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notation is used. We denote the m k-factors as F1,F2 . . . . .  Fm and if eEF/ then we 
say e has colour i. We imagine that we have found a matching M of p edges with 
M M = 1 for i = 1,2 .... , p and that p is as large as possible. The following easy 
result handles the cases k/>4. 
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a graph on n vertices that is an edge disjoint union of m 
k-factors. Then there is a matching of p edges, at most one edge from each k-factor 
with 
p~> rain{ ¼n, m}. (1.1) 
Proof. Assume M is a maximum sized matching of the desired type with IM] = p and 
p < m. Consider a k-factor F with E(F )NM = 0. Each edge of M is incident with 2k 
edges of F and an edge of F not incident with an edge of M could be added to M. 
So the ½kn edges of F are all incident with one of the p edges of M; i.e. ½kn <~2kp. 
Thus p~>ln. [] 
Noting that m < n/k we get the following. 
Corollary 1.2. Let G be an edge disjoint union of m k-factors with k >~4. Then there 
is a matching of m edges with one edge from each factor. 
In Section 2 we consider the cases k = 2, 3. The following result is a considerable 
improvement on Theorem 1.1 for k = 2. 
Theorem 1.3 (Kouider and Sotteau [4]). Let G be a 2m-regular graph on n vertices. 
Assume 
n > 3.23m. (1.2) 
Then for any decomposition of E(G) into 2-factors FI,F2,... ,Fro there is a matching 
M of m edges with exactly one edge from each 2-factor. 
We attack the problem asymptotically by showing that we can find a matching of 
size m- m 2/3 (with m large) with no additional restriction on the relationship between 
m and n. We obtain the exact result for k -- 3 by the same proof idea. Section 3 consists 
of Lemmas whose proofs implicitly involve augmenting paths specially structured to 
preserve [M n F~ I~< 1. Algorithm 3.5 recovers an augmenting path from the structure 
we build up. 
Section 4 handles the case k = 1 by the same techniques where now the bound 
p<~½n becomes relevant. We obtain asymptotic results that p~> min{½n, m-  2m 2/3} 
(for large m). When G is bipartite better esults can be obtained. I f  G is K,n,m and is 
a union of m 1-factors Fl, F2 . . . . .  Fm then G corresponds to a Latin square where entry 
aij is l if edge (ui, vj)EFt. Now our desired matching corresponds to a transversal. 
Shor proved the following. 
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Theorem 1.4 (Shor [5]). Let Km, m be a union of m 1-factors F1,F2 . . . . .  Fro. Then there 
is a matching M of p edges with at most one edge from any 1-factor with 
p > m - 5.53(1og m) 2. (1.3) 
It is easy to obtain the following by noting that if G is a m-regular subgraph of 
Kn/2,n/2 then the complement (in Kn/2,n/2) can be 1-factorized. 
Corollary 1.5. Let G be an m-regular bipartite graph on n vertices. Then for any 
1-factorization of G into 1-factors F1,F2 . . . . .  Fm there is a matching M of p edges 
with at most one edge from each 1-factor with 
p > m - 5.53(log n) 2. (1.4) 
A much weaker bound than Theorem 1.4 had been obtained by Brouwer et al. [2] 
and Woolbright [6]. The argument in [6] will imply 
/ n \ n 
(m - p)~-~ - p) <~ ~ (1.5) 
which can improve on (1.4) in cases such as m = ½cn where (½n - p) > ½(1 - c)n and 
so m - p < 1/(1 - c). Unfortunately, the argument seems to only work for bipartite 
graphs. 
2. Orthogonal and suborthogonal matchings for k = 2, 3 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a 2m-regular graph on n vertices. Then for any decomposition 
of E(G) into 2-factors F1,F2 .... ,Fro, there is a matching M of p edges at most one 
edge from any 2-factor with 
p > m - m 2/3. (2.1) 
Proof. We assume M is a maximum sized matching satisfying [M M E(F/)[ <~1 for 
i=  1,2 . . . . .  p where [M[=p.  Let K refer to the subgraph of G induced by the 2p 
vertices of M and let H refer to the subgraph of G induced by the remaining n - 2p 
vertices of G. Let (H,K) = {(u,v) E E(G): u E V(H),v E V(K)}. Let L =Fp+l UFp+2 U 
• .. U Fm so that L is regular of degree 2(m - p). 
Our proof will conclude by assuming m - p >1 p2/3 and then using the maximality of 
M we derive a contradiction by discovering augmenting structures involving O(p 1/3) 
edges. Hence with m > p we have m - p < m 2/3. 
Claim 1. E(H)  N L = O. 
Otherwise an edge in the intersection could be added directly to M. 
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We classify some of the edges and vertices of  M into types. The first two types are 
different from the rest and are the potential ends of  the augmenting paths described in 
our lemmas. We utilize constants al,a2,a3 .... to be chosen later. 
Definition. An edge e -- (x, y)  of M of colour i is said to be type 1 and x, y are said 
to be type 1 vertices if there are more than al edges of  colour i in H. 
Claim 2. For al >12 there are no edges of  L N (H,K) incident with a type 1 edge. 
This follows since if e=(x ,y )  is type 1 and f=(y ,z )ELN(H,K) ,  then we can 
find among the 3 edges of  colour of e in H at least one edge g not incident with z. 
Then M ~ = M - e + f + 9 contradicts the maximality of M. 
For the rest of the proof, let us assume al ~>2. 
Claim 3. IE(H)I ~>(n - 2p)(m - p). 
This follows since 2[E(H)I/(n - 2p) is the average degree in H and so there is a 
vertex v C V(H) whose degree in (H,K) is at least 2m less the average degree, but 
this is at most IV(K) I = 2p. 
Let xl be the number of  edges of type 1 (of M)  and let y denote p - xl. Since 
IV(H)I =n-  2p and F/ is a 2-factor, then [E(H)NF/[ ~<n-  2p and so at most n -  2p 
edges in E(H) have the same colour as a single type 1 edge. Counting the edges of  
H and combining Claims 1 and 3 we obtain 
(n - 2p)xl + aly>~(n - 2p)(m - p). (2.2) 
Using y<~p and n -2p  > 2(m - p) (since n > 2m) we get 
P (2 )  (2.3) x l>m-p  m p " 
Definition. An edge e = (x, y)  ~ M is said to be type 2 if there are more than a2 edges 
of  L N (H,K) incident with e. 
Claim 4. l f  a2 >14, all edges of L O (H,K) incident with a type 2 edoe e =(x ,y )  are 
incident with the same endpoint of  e. 
Otherwise assume at least 3 edges of  L N (H,K) are incident with y and at least 
one edge of LN(H,K)  is incident with x. Let f=(x , t )  be an edge of L N (H,K). 
I f  there is an edge g=(y ,u )EL  N (H,K) of different colour than f and u ~ t then 
M ~ =M-  e + f + g contradicts the maximality of  M. There is only one way to 
avoid this with exactly 3 edges of  L N (H,K) incident with y and exactly one edge 
of L n (H,K) incident with x but then one more edge of L n (H,K) incident with e 
creates a contradiction. 
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For the rest of the proof, let us assume a2 >/4. 
Definition. I f  e=(x ,y )  is of  type 2 and there are more than a2 edges of  L N (H,K) 
incident with x then we define x to be type 2(a) and y to be type 2(b). 
Thus, no edges of  L N (H,K) are incident with type 2(b) vertices for a2~>4. We 
compute by Claim 1 
IL n (H,K)[ = (n - 2p)2(m - p) > 4(m - p)2. (2.4) 
Also any type 2(a) vertex is incident with 2(m - p) edges of  L, some in L n (H,K) 
and some in L n E(K). Let x2 denote the number of edges of M of type 2 and let 
y = p - Xl - x2 and let b2 be the number of  incidences between edges of  L N E(K) 
and type 2(a) vertices. Thus, 
(2(m - p))x2 - bz + a2y > 4(m - p)2. (2.5) 
Using y <~ p, 
x2 > 2(m-  p) p (2 )  + b2 (2.6) 
m - p 2 (m - p ) '  
Lemmas 3.1-3.3 ensure that there are no edges of L between two vertices of  types 
1 and/or 2(b). 
Definition. Take l ~> 3 and let ai >/4(l - i) ÷ 6 for i ~- 2, 3,. . . ,  l and al >~ 2. Inductively 
define an edge e of  M to be of  type l if e is not of  type i for i < l and there are 
more than at edges of  L joining vertices of  types 1, 2(b), 3(b) .. . .  ,( l  - 1)(b) to e. 
By Lemma 3.4, only one vertex of e receives these edges and that vertex is defined 
to be type l(a) and the other vertex of e not incident with such edges is defined to be 
type l(b). 
Let xi denote the number of  edges of type i. Consider all the edges of L n E(K) 
incident with a vertex of  types 1, 2(b), 3(b) . . . . .  (l - 1)(b). By Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, a 
vertex of  such types is incident with exacty 2 (m-  p)  edges of L NE(K) none of which 
join a pair of  vertices of  these types. Thus, we are concerned with 
2(m - p)(2xl ÷x2 ÷ " ' "  q-Xl--l) (2.7) 
edges each having exactly one end of types 1, 2(b) .. . .  or (l - 1)(b). What about the 
other end of these edges? At most b2 are joined to type 2(a) vertices and at most 
2(m - p)  are joined to a vertex of types 3(a), 4(a), . . . , ( / ) (a) .  Also at most at are 
incident to an edge of M not of types 1,2 . . . . .  l of which there are say y (<p)  such 
edges. Thus, 
2(m - p ) (x  3 ÷X4 ÷ ' ' "  ÷Xl) ÷ aly + b2 
>~2(m - p)(2xl +x2 +x3 +- . -  +xl-1). (2.8) 
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Using y ~< p and our estimates for xl,x2 we obtain 
P (a l+a2 2)  xl > 4(m - p) m p 2- + ' (2.9) 
Now taking ai ----- 4(l - i) + 6 for i = 2, 3 . . . . .  l and al = 2 we can estimate 
Xl +x2 +- . -  +x l  >~ (4 l -  5 ) (m-  p) P 
m-p 
x ( ( l -~)a l+( l -1 )2+~=32)  (2.10, 
~>(41-5) (m-p)  P (3l 2 -3 l -2 ) .  (2.11) 
m-p 
Now for m- p>>. p2/3 and l = ½pl/3 and p large, we get that the right-hand side above 
is larger than p, a contradiction. [] 
Our estimates do not seem to help in proving results such as Theorem 1.3 since with 
m - p = 1 our estimates for the edges of types 1 and 2 are vacuous. The proof given 
provides an algorithm for finding such a matching that runs in O(m 3) since up to m 
augmentations may be required and up to O(m 2) edges may have to be considered in 
an augmentation. The following result for k = 3 follows from just the type 1 edges. 
Theorem 2.2. Let G be an edge disjoint union of m 3-factors on n vertices. Then 
G has a matching M of m edges, one from each 3-factor. 
Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let M be a maximum sized matching 
with the desired property of at most one edge from each 3-factor. Assume [M I =p<m. 
Let H be the subgraph of G induced by the n - 2p unmatched vertices. We conclude 
as in Claim 3 that 
3m 21E(H)~[ ~<2p (2.12) 
n-  2p 
and so 
[E(H)I/> ½ (n - 2p)(3m - 2p). (2.13) 
By the maximality of M, all the edges of H are of the same colours as those used 
in M. We define an edge of M to be of type 1 if there are more than al edges of 
the same colour in E(H) where we set al = 3. Let xl denote the number of edges of 
type 1. Then to account for the edges in H 
(~ (n - 2p))xl + 3(p - xl ) 1> ½ (n - 2p)(3m - 2p). (2.14) 
Using p -x l~<p and m-p1>l ,  then 3m-2p~>p+3 and n -2p~>p+4 (since 
n>3m) we deduce 
1 xl ~>~p-  1. (2.15) 
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No edge e' of LN(H,K)  is incident with a type 1 edge e since, using al =3,  we 
could find in H an edge e" of the same colour as e but vertex disjoint from e ~. Then 
M ~ = M - e + e' + e" would contradict the maximality of M. Similarly no edges of L 
join two edges e, f of type 1 since otherwise we could increase the size of M by 
adding to M such an edge e t of L and two independent edges of E(H) of the two 
colours of e, f ,  while deleting e, f .  The existence of the two independent edges in H 
follows again using al = 3. 
Let Y denote the vertices of the edges of M not of type 1. But now there are 
exactly 3 (m-p)  edges of LNE(K)  incident with a vertex of an edge of type 1 going 
to a vertex of Y and so at least 2 (½P-  1 )3(m-p)  in total. Across the cut there are 
(n -2p)3(m-p)  edges of LN(H,K)  incident with a vertex of Y since there are no 
edges of L in E(H) and none are incident with a type 1 edge. Hence, 
2(½p - 1)3(m -p )  + (n - 2p)3(m -p)~< IYl3(m -p )  (2.16) 
and so 
2 _2p>~ 35P+2. IY l>>,gp-2+n 
Yet 
(2.17) 
I Y [<~2p-2(½P-1)=4 p+ 2. 
This contradiction has followed from assuming m > p. [] 
(2.18) 
3. Lemmas for augmenting paths 
The following lemmas are used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 and, with minor mod- 
ifications, in the proof of Theorem 4.1. The first three lemmas handle some cases 
involving edges of types 1 and 2. 
Lemma 3.1. Given al >12 there are no edges of  L joining two type 1 vertices. 
Proof. We consider two type 1 edges el = (t/ l , /31 ), e2 = (/,/2, 02)  of M joined by an edge 
e3 = (Vh u2)E L. Now with al >/2 there are two independent edges f l ,  f2 of E(H) with 
colour(ei) = colour(J]) for i = 1, 2. Then M' = M - {el, e2 } + {f~, f2, e3 } contradicts he 
maximality of M. [] 
Lemma 3.2. Given al ~>2,a2>~2 there are no edges of  L joining a type 1 vertex and 
a type 2(b) vertex. 
Proof. We consider a type 1 edge el =(Ul,Vl), a type 2 edge e2=(u2,v2) joined 
by an edge e3=(Vl,U2)EL where u2 is type 2(b). Now with a2~>2, there will be 
an edge e4 --- (v2, v4) E L M (K, H)  with colour(e4) ~ colour(e3). Now with a l = 2 there 
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will be an edge e5 EE(H)  not incident with V 4 where colour(el)=Colour(e5). Then 
M' =M - {el,e2} + {e3,ea, es} contradicts the maximality of M. [] 
Lemma 3.3. Given a2 >>.4, there are no edoes o f  L joinin9 two type 2(b) vertices. 
Proof. We consider two type 2 edges el =(uz,vt), e2=(u2,v2) joined by an edge 
e3 = (Vl, v2) E L where Vl, v2 are type 2(b) vertices. Now with az >~4 we can find two in- 
dependent edges e4 = (Ul, v4), es = (u2, v5) E L M (H,K)  where colour(e3) ¢ colour(e4) ¢
colour(es). Then M' --M - {el,e2} + {e3,e4,es} contradicts the maximality of M. [] 
The following lemmas how how to find augmenting paths in certain circumstances. 
Lemma 3.4. Given ai t>4( l -  i )+4  for  i -2 ,3  . . . . .  l and al >12. Let e=(x ,y )  be an 
edge o f  type l. Then there is just one vertex of  e, say x, which is incident with edges 
o f  L that are incident with e and with vertices o f  types 1,2(b),3(b) . . . . .  ( l -  1)(b). 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then using al >/4 we can find two edges of L e~ = (x, xl ), 
Jr[ = (Y, Yl)  where colour(e~) ~colour(f/), Xl ~ Yl, el = (xl,x~), f l  = (Yl, Y~) E M, 
type(e l )=c<l ,  type( f l )=d<l ,  xN is type c(b), Yl is type d(b). 
We continue this process extending our path of edges alternately in and out of M 
(and of appropriately different colours) by growing it at both ends until we reach edges 
in M of types 1 or 2. 
We initialize our algorithm: 
i ~ 1, j ~ 1, C ~ {colour(etl ), colour(fl')}. 
Algorithm 3.5 
while {type(ei), type(J))} ~ {1,2} do 
if type(e/)/> type(j)) then do 
find an edge e~ + 1 = (x[, xi + 1 ) E L and ei + 1 = (xi + 1,x[+ 1 ) E m 
where colour(e; + 1 ) ~ C, type(ei + 1 ) < type(el), xi + 1 ¢ Yj. 
C +--CUcolour(e~+ l), i *--i + 1. 
otherwise do 
/ 
find an edge fJ(+l =(y) ,y j+ l )CL  and J)+l =(Y j+I ,Y j+ I )EM 
where colour(fj+ 1) ~ C, type(j) + 1 ) < type(j)), yj + 1 7 ~ xi. 
C ~ C t_J colour(fj+ 1), J ~---J + 1. 
Our algorithm ensures that whenever type(er)> type(fs) at a given stage of the 
procedure, we have type(f~_ 1)/> type(er). Also type(ei)<~ l - i where type(e)= l. This 
is also true with the roles of e and f reversed. 
Assuming the desired edges can be found, the algorithm will terminate after <2l  iter- 
ations since the type strictly decreases from l to 1 or 2. To show that the desired edges 
can always be found, consider the case type(et)J>type(j)) (so type(j)_l)/>type(ei)). 
At this point in the algorithm ICl<<.2(l-type(ei))+ 1 corresponding to the colours 
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of the edges elf for r=  1,2, . . . , i  and f /  for s= 1,2 . . . . .  j .  By definition, ei has more 
than atype(e,) edges of L to choose from. We perhaps can't use ~<4( l -  type(e i ) )+2 
of them on the basis of  colour and also (x~, y j )  is disallowed. Thus for atype(e,) >_-4(I -
type(ei))+ 3 we will be able to find e~+ 1. 
To complete the augmenting path we simply use the ideas of  Lemmas 3.1-3.3. I f  
type(es )=type( f t )= 1 and es~f t ,  then (using a l - -2 )  we can find two independent 
edges 91,92 of H with colour(e~) --- colour(91) and colour(ft) = colour(92). I f  es = ft  
then we can take 92 = 91 and still use the expression for M'  below. 
If  type(e~) = 1, type(ft) = 2 then using a2 >~ 41 - 4 we can find an edge 92 = (Y~, yt + 1 ) 
E L N (H ,K)  and colour(92) ~ C. With al = 2 we can find an edge 91 in H not incident 
with Yt+l where 91 and es have the same colour. 
Finally, if type(es)=type( f t ) - -2 ,  then using a2 f>41-4  we can find two edges 
91=(x~,x~+l) ,  92=(y~,yt+ l )ELN(H,K)  where 91,92 have different colours and 
colours not in C and xs +l ~ Yt +1. Then in all cases 
! ! ! I ! 
M'=M - {e, el,e2 ... .  , e , , f l , f2  . . . . .  ft} + {el,e2, . . . ,es,  f l ,  f~, • .., J / ,g l ,g2}  
contradicts the maximality of  M. [] 
Lemma 3.6. Given ai >~4( l -  i )+  4 for  i=  2, 3 . . . .  , l and a l >>, 2 then there is no edge 
e = (y, v) c L with y o f  type l(b) and v E V(H).  
Proof. Assume the contrary, namely an edge e = (x ,y )  of type l exists and an edge 
f = (y, v)C L with v E V(H) .  Using at >_-4 we get that there is an edge e~ ---(X, Xl )E  L 
with co lour (e ' l )¢co lour ( f  ) and an edge el =(X l ,X~)EM with type(e l )<l .  We ini- 
tialize 
i *-- 1, C ~ {colour(e' 1), colour(f)} 
and then use a variation of Algorithm 3.5: 
while type(ei)# 1 or 2 then do 
find an edge e~ + 1 = (x~,xi + 1 ) E L and ei + 1 = (xi + l, x~ + 1 ) ~- m 
where colour(e I + 1 ) ~ C, type(ei + 1 ) < type(el). 
C ~ C tO colour(e~ +1 ), i ~ i + 1. 
Again our bounds for ai ensure that we can find the edges required. Assume the 
algorithm terminates with type(es) = 1 or 2. I f  type(es)= 1 then using al =2 we can 
find an edge 9 E E (H)  not incident with v with the same colour as e~. 
If  type(e~) -- 2 then using a2 ~> 2(l - 2) + 4 we can find an edge g = (x], u) E L f-I (H, K) 
of color not in C with u # v. 
Then 
! I / M'  = M - {e,e~,e2 . . . . .  e~} + { f , e l ,e2  . . . . .  e~,g}  
contradicts the maximality of M. [] 
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Lemma 3.7. Given ai>>.4(l- i)+6 for i=2 ,3  . . . . .  l and al~>2, there are no edges 
of L joining two type l(b) vertices. 
Proof. Assume the contrary with type l edges e = (x, u ) , f  = (v, y) jo ined by an edge 
h = (u, v)EL where both u, v are type l(b). Then using at i>8 we can choose edges 
e~ =(X, X l ) , f (=(y ,  y l )ELAE(K)  with e~,f(,h all of different colours and Xl #Yl.  
As before in Lemma 3.4 we obtain el =(xl,x~),f l  =(Yl,Y~)EM. Now we can begin 
our algorithm with 
i*-- 1, j~-- 1, C*---{colour(e'l), colour(f/), colour(h)}. 
Then we use Algorithm 3.5. Our proof still holds with our more generous estimate 
for ai to allow for C being one larger (colour(h)). We finish the algorithm with 
{type(es),type(ft)} _C {1,2} and as in Lemma 3.4 we find appropriate edges 91,gz so 
that 
M' =M - {e,f ,  ebe2 ... . .  es, f l , f2 , . . . , f t}  + {h,e~,d2,...,ds, f [ f~ .... , f / ,gl ,92} 
contradicts the maximality of M. [] 
4. Suborthogonai matehings of matchings 
We are able to extend Theorem 2.1 to handle k = 1. Note that p< ½n since IMI =p 
and M is a matching. Nonetheless, we can have ½n<m<n .
Theorem 4.1. Let G be an m-regular graph on n vertices. Then for any decomposition 
of E(G) into rn 1-factors FI,F2 .... ,Fro, there is a matching M of p edges at most 
one edge from any 1-factor with 
{n  3 (n~2/3 3 2/3} 
p>min  ~-~k2]  ,m-~m" . (4.1) 
Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 2.1. Our first variation is that 
[E(H)[ t> 1 (n - 2p)(m - 2p) (4.2) 
and so, if m>½n, we are unable to conclude [E(H)]>0 and so perhaps there are 
no edges of type 1, i.e. Xl/>0. The astute reader will have noticed that type 1 edges 
aren't necessary to obtain an asymptotic result similar to (2.1). Using Claim 1 from 
Theorem 2.1 we have 
IL N (n, K)I = (n - 2p)(m - p) (4.3) 
and so, if m ~< ½n and if x2 denotes the number of type 2 edges, we have 
x2 >2(m-p) -  P a2 -+- - .b2  (4.4) 
m -p  m -p  
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Following our previous arguments with xl = 0 we get 
xl>2(m-p)- P (a2+at). (4.5) m-p 
Our lemmas in Section 3 work as before but with lesser requirements on the a/'s, 
namely ai=2(l-i)+3 for i=2 ,3  . . . . .  l and al =2.  We compute 
P (3/2-51+ 1) (4.6) x2 +x3 + .. .  +xt>(21-2) (m-p) -  m-p  
and so with m-p>~ p2/3 and l= 3pl/3 and p large, we get that the right-hand side 
above is larger than p, a contradiction. 
If  m>½n, we replace each occurrence of m-p by ½n-P in the inequalities 
(4.4)-(4.6). Now assuming in1 _p>>.~p2/3_ with l=  3pl/3, we get a contradiction. [] 
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